
Preparing For Taking the Microsoft 98-382
Exam Questions?

When you are arranging to take the Microsoft Technology Associate 98-382 Exam Dumps, then
you need to  get  the Introduction to  Programming Using JavaScript  98-382 Questions  in  the
PassitCertify. The verified MTA 98-382 PDF Dumps Questions will be proved as the ultimate asset
for the 98-382 New Questions preparation.

As we all know that passing the MTA 98-382 Exam will help you in having the perfect position inside
the firm.  As well  as  the price within the enhances of  Introduction to Programming Using
JavaScript 98-382 Certified professionals is actually a plus point for you personally. As with the
Microsoft Technology Associate 98-382 Exam Dumps you will be able to acquire your profession to
prime.
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Microsoft 98-382 Exam Questions - Topmost Source for
Preparation
As the MTA 98-382 Exam is definitely the topmost certification exam to pass the Introduction to
Programming Using JavaScript 98-382 Exam Dumps you'll have to get the topmost supply for
preparation plus the Microsoft Technology Associate 98-382 Exam can also fulfill this demand.
As the 98-382 PDF Dumps Questions presented by the PassitCertify has been an exceptional source
for the preparation because it has a passing score of almost 100%. Each and every query in the MTA
98-382 Braindumps PDF Questions give you the right insight. You may see this for yourself as you
will be in a position to download the demo of the Introduction to Programming Using JavaScript
98-382 Braindumps PDF Questions.

Practice for 98-382 New Exam Questions with Microsoft 98-382 PDF Dumps

If you ever wish to practice for the Introduction to Programming Using JavaScript 98-382 New
Exam Dumps Questions,  then you can do so  with  the support  from the Microsoft  Technology
Associate 98-382 PDF Dumps. This 98-382 Practice Test may also be used as a self-assessment tool.
You may also get to understand the genuine Microsoft Technology Associate 98-382 Exam using
the assist with the exam ode PDF Dumps as this MTA 98-382 Exam Dumps Questions adhere to
precisely the same interface as from the Introduction to Programming Using JavaScript 98-382
Exam.

Download Free Demo with Updated 98-382 Exam Questions Answer:
https://www.passitcertify.com/microsoft/98-382-questions.html

Fear the Failure within the Microsoft 98-382 Exam Questions?

For anybody who is the one particular who fears the failure inside the Microsoft Technology
Associate 98-382 Exam Dumps Questions, then you need to not just as with 98-382 Exam
Preparation components you will be able to have the 100% passing guarantee around the MTA
98-382 Braindumps Questions. You can also verify the testimonials with the Introduction to
Programming Using JavaScript 98-382 Exam Dumps exactly where Microsoft Technology
Associate Exam have shared their knowledge with the 98-382 Dumps Questions. You can also get
the MTA 98-382 Exam PDF Dumps with 90 days’ free updates tends to make you capable to help
keep updated using the happenings within the Introduction to Programming Using JavaScript
98-382 Exam domain.
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Question No. 1

You are creating a JavaScript program for an accounting system.

You create the following code. Line numbers are included for reference only.

You evaluate the code to ensure that it follows JavaScript best practices.

Which line should you change?

A. 01
B. 02
C. 03
D. 04
E. 05

Answer: C

Question No. 2

You are writing a function that calculates the remainder for integer division. The function receives
two parameters, a and b, and must return the remainder that is left over when the integer a is
divided by the integer b.

You create the following code. Line numbers are for reference only.

You want to complete the function for lines 02 and 03.

Which two sets of code segments should you use? Each correct answer presents a complete solution.
(Choose two.)



A. Option A
B. Option B
C. Option C
D. Option D
E. Option E
F. Option F

Answer: E

Question No. 3

This question requires that you evaluate the underlined text to determine if it is correct.

You review the following JavaScript code:

When this code executes, the value of x is 0.

Review the underlined text. If it makes the statement correct, select ''No change is needed''. If the
statement is incorrect, select the answer choice that makes the statement correct.

A. No change is needed
B. the value of x is 3
C. the value of x is 5



D. the value of x is undefined

Answer: A

Question No. 4

You are writing an engineering application. You need to create a function that will round numbers to
3 or more decimal places.

You need to create a function that receives the following two parameters:

The value parameter is the number to be formatted

The digits parameter is the number of digits to display

The function must return the value with the number of digits specified.

Which function should you use?

A. Option A
B. Option B
C. Option C
D. Option D

Answer: C

Question No. 5

You are creating a web page that allows customers to choose how hot their spice is. If they choose
spicy, a warning should be displayed.

You create the following form. Line numbers are included for reference only.



You create the following JavaScript code to display the warning.

When you choose spicy and click Order, the warning fails to display.

You need to solve this problem.

What should you do?

A. Change line 07 to Order
B. Change line 07 to Order
C. Change line 10 to var option.value = document.forms.orderForm[''heatIndex''];
D. Change line 10 to var option = document.forms.orderForm[''heatIndex''].value;

Answer: D
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